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Core Stix is a fitness system that 
revolutionizes functional training. 
 

Core Stix started with one brilliant idea from Mike Kadar, Strength & Conditioning 
coach of the Pittsburgh Penguins (Stanley Cup Champions 2009), and culminated in 
collaboration with former Space Shuttle engineer Kregg Koch to create a compact, 
limitless full-body training system.  

The secret to Core Stix is in the flexible weighted rods, offering resistance in multiple 
planes of motion for unlimited exercise possibilities. Both the Pro and the Pro PGX 
models are exceptionally lightweight and portable, making them perfect for on-the-go 
personal trainers, group exercise classes, fitness facilities and in-home gyms 
(accessories and other variations on the product also available). Men’s Health 
Magazine recently said Core Stix “provides one of the best total-body workouts in our 
lineup” and offers “an almost unlimited number of exercise choices.” (June, 2012)   

Core Stix is poised to revolutionize the Health & Fitness Industry with its innovative, 
versatile, easy to use, and exceptionally comprehensive device. 

Science Designs Fitness. 
Mike and Kregg bring years of expertise, knowledge, experience and ingenuity to their 
revolutionary full-body fitness system.  

The science is in the design as well as the system itself. Drawing from his years as a 
mechanical engineer for NASA’s Space Shuttle rocket program, Kregg was able to 
design a portable, compact, lightweight board with flexible weighted rods.  The 
result? A uniquely superior patented fitness system that rivals any available today.  

With over twenty years in the fitness industry and as the Strength and Conditioning 
Coach for two professional hockey teams (formerly with the Los Angeles Kings and 
currently with the Stanley Cup Champion Pittsburgh Penguins), Mike has customized 
conditioning programs to meet the high performance demands of professional 
athletes for years. His search for a piece of equipment to challenge his athletes and 
enable a variety of exercises, targeting every muscle group in the body was 
unsatisfied.  Mike drew from the total-body, core-engaging workouts he gained as a 
youth building fences on the family farm, to invent the Core Stix Fitness System. 
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Developers of Core Stix 
 

Degree in Physical Education 

20 year career in the Physical Fitness Industry 

Currently the Strength and Conditioning 
Coach for the Pittsburgh Penguins NHL 2009 
Stanley Cup Champions 

Strength and Conditioning Coach for the LA 
Kings from 2004 – 2008 

Strength and Conditioning Coach for the 
Gold Medal Slovenian National Team in 2007 

Customizes Conditioning Programs and 
Fitness Strategies for Professional Athletes 

 

 
B.S. Mechanical Engineering (Univ. of 
Colorado) 

M.S. Structural Engineering (UCLA) 

J.D. (UCLA School of Law) 

Registered Patent Attorney 

Former Component Design Engineer on 
NASA’s Space Shuttle rocket engine program 

Fitness and sports enthusiast  

 
 

Based in Manhattan Beach, CA, Core Stix is designing and manufacturing (in the 
United States) some of the most effective, user-friendly and safest equipment available 
anywhere in the world.  

Mike Kadar 
Originator / Co-Inventor 

 

 

Kregg Koch 
Co-Inventor 
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Core Stix in the News 

What’s Being Said 
 
 

“A challenging and effective strength and flexibility workout 
of smooth sweeping movements and progressive resistance. 
I felt no need to hit the gym after this. When done, the 
platform and rods easily slip under the bed or into a closet.” 
  

    - Roy M. Wallack, Los Angeles Times, October 2012 

 
“The Core Stix trainer provides one of the best total-body 
workouts in our lineup” and offers “an almost unlimited 
number of exercise choices.” 
 

    - David Jack, Men’s Health Magazine, June 2012 

 
 “…[Janet] Jackson, like many of us, didn’t like working out 
when she first got started. So he kept their workouts fun by 
using out-of-the-box training tools, like Core Stix.” 

  

    - Senior Writer Whitney English, SheKnows.com, July, 2012 

 
“It could revolutionize your workout.”  
  

    - Shape Magazine Fitness Director Jeanine Detz, September 2011 

 
“It’s original. It’s dynamic! I can’t recommend it highly 
enough.” 
  

    - Gunnar Peterson, Celebrity Trainer 
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“A great new tool to get in shape, especially for your core. All 
the exercises are right there.”  
  

- Henry DiCarlo, KTLA 5 Morning News, June 2012 

 
“It really engages the core and you need a lot of core 
strength to play hockey. It’s great for stability on the ice.”  
  

    - NHL Player George Parros, KTLA 5 Morning News, June 2012 

 
“You could easily fill a 60-minute session with just this 
machine.”  
  

    - Susi May, FitSugar.com, April 2011  
 
“It will give you star worthy abs.” 
  

- Ashlan Gorse, E! News, August 2012 

 
“[Mike has] pretty much broadened the span of equipment a 
guy needs throughout the year.”  
  

    - Pittsburgh Penguins Goal Tender Brent Johnson  

 
“There’s literally nothing I can’t do with it!” 
  

    - Adam Ernster, Celebrity Trainer 

 
“Exercise combinations are endless.” 
  

    - Jorgen De May, Celebrity Trainer 
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